
note11: Otober 28, 2008 1Examples of Feynman diagramsFor the interation Lagrangian Lv = �g �  � the se-ond order term of the S-matrix is given asS(2) = (ig)22! Z d4x1d4x2T � (x1) (x1)�(x1) �� (x2) (x2)�(x2) ; (1)where T denotes T-produt. The Wik's expansionof the T-produt in (1) gives (among others) the termN � (x1) (x1) � (x2) (x2)�(x1)�(x2) ; (2)where N denotes normal ordering of operators. A-ording to the Feynman rules the orresponding dia-gram, see �gure 1, has two vertexes, x1 and x2, on-neted by a bosoni ontration �(x1)�(x2), and non-ontrated fermioni lines � (x1),  (x1) and � (x2), (x2) attahed orrespondingly to vertexes x1 andx2.
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x1x2Figure 1: The Feynman diagram representing theterm (2).Another interesting term in the Wik's expansionof the T-produt in (1) isN � (x1) (x1) � (x2) (x2)�(x1)�(x2) : (3)Its Feynman diagram, see �gure 2, has two vertexes,onneted by the fermioni ontration  (x1) � (x2)and the non-ontrated �elds � (x1), �(x1) (with ver-tex x1) and  (x2), �(x2) (with vertex x2).Initial and �nal states for Feynman diagramsAn non-ontrated �eld N gives a non-zero resultwhen ating on a partile state ayp�j0i to the right,N (x)ayp�j0i = up�e�ikxj0i (4)or on the anti-partile byk�j0i state to the left,h0jbp�N�(x) = h0jvp�e+ikx (5)
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x1x2Figure 2: The Feynman diagram representing theterm (3).An non-ontrated �eld N � ats non-vanishinglyon an anti-partile to the right,N � (x)byp�j0i = �vp�e�ipxj0i (6)or a partile to the left,h0jap�N � (x) = h0j�up�e+ipx (7)Thus an non-ontrated �eld N an represent apartile in the initial state or an antipartile in the�nal state. The barred �eld N � an represent anantipartile in the initial state or a partile in the�nal state.An non-ontrated real �eld N� an represent apartile in both the initial and or �nal states.If the initial state is assumed to be at the right sideof the diagram and the �nal state at the left side,then �gure 1 desribes (a ontribution to) fermion-fermion sattering, �gure 2 { fermion-fermion anni-hilation into two bosons.If the initial state is assumed at the bottom of thediagram and the �nal state at the top, then �gure 1desribes (a ontribution to) fermion-antifermionsattering, �gure 2 { boson-fermion sattering.CPT theoremThe CPT theorem states that in the anonial quan-tum �eld theory the ation is invariant under theombination of harge onjugation, parity and timereversal. The onsequene is that the ross setionsof ertain reations should then be related.Let us see how it works with the salar �eld.C: harge onjugationUnder harge onjugation the partiles are exhangedwith antipartiles, ak C! bk : (8)



2The �eld �(x) then turns into �y(x),�(x) =Xk 1p2!k �ake�ikx + byke+ikx� C!Xk 1p2!k �bke�ikx + ayke+ikx� = �y(x) : (9)P: parity transformationUnder parity transformation the momentum hangessign, ak P! a�k : (10)The �eld �(t;x) then turns into �(t;�x),�(x) =Xk 1p2!k �ake�ikx + byke+ikx� P!Xk 1p2!k �a�ke�ikx + by�ke+ikx� = �(t;�x) : (11)T: time reversalUnder time reversal the proess of an annihilationof a partile turns into a proess of generation of apartile with opposite momentum,ak T! ay�k : (12)The �eld �(t;x) then turns into �y(�t;x),�(x) =Xk 1p2!k �ake�ikx + byke+ikx� T!Xk 1p2!k �ay�ke�ikx + b�ke+ikx� = �y(�t;x) : (13)CPTUnder the ombination of all three the �eld � hangesthe sign of the argument,�(x) CPT�! �(�x) : (14)However, sine the ation involves integration R d4xthe sign hange of the argument apparently leaves itunhanged, q.e.d.Exerises1. Formulate Feynman rules for Lv = �g �  � inmomentum spae:(a) Consider e.g. \Compton sattering" pro-ess, diagram Figure 2 between ertainplane-waves, and arry out oordinate in-tegration.

(b) Figure out the orrespondene between theterms in the S-matrix element and the ele-ments of the diagram.() Consider the loop diagram
�and write down the orresponding matrixelement in momentum spae. Figure outthe expression for the loop. Also estimatethe asymptoti behavior of the loop inte-gral.


